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Outline

Kaonic clusters K-NN:  particle representation/given charge basis, 
averaged potential/isospinless model

Three-nucleon systems, pnn and npp: given charge basis and “isospinless” model 

Formalism: two isospin bases for three-body system 
(Iz= ±1/2)



Motivation

Based on the given charge formalism we propose an interpretation for 

“Isospinless model” 

“Particle representation” 

The isospin-averaged model [3] as example of an isospinless approach for kaonic clusters 
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Isospin basis for NNN system (Iz=±1/2)
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Isospin given charge basis
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Two particles are identical  
(particles 2 end 3)
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Jacobi coordinates
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Differential Faddeev equations 

(18)



Representation operators within the given charge 
basis

vt vs, - triplet and singlet component of potentials

There are non-diagonal elements



Application for three-nucleon systems

after separation of isospin variables.



Isospin models for Faddeev equations for pnn system
pnn system total spin S=1/2 within S-wave approach  

Deuteron
in subsystem

Deuteron
in subsystem

Within given charge formalism (two particle are identical):

within the isospin formalism (all particle are identical):



NN-forces Isospin structure within AAA model:

from E. Epelbaum presentation, 
Lacanau, 28.09.2009



Modification of the s-wave MT-I-III potential 

Structure of the Faddeev equations  (S=1/2)

Deuteron
in subsystem

MT-I-III MT-I-III
Modified

Vs
nn=γ1Vs

np ; Vs
pp=γ2Vs

np

is defined for spin singlet
and spin triplet component
of np pair 



CSB

* Q. Chen, et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 (2008) 054002.

*



Charge symmetry breaking effect for 3He and 3H

Our result is about 50 keV. The similar value have been previously obtained* without 
the magnetic and other Breit interaction effects.
*H. Kamada and W. Glöckle, Nucl. Phys. A 548 (1992) 205.



pd break-up, 14.1 MeV triplet

singlet

singlet

CD effect within given charge formalism
Isospin formalism

MT I-III
Modified MT I-III vs MT I-III



τ1 =(+-+) τ2 =(-++) - elements of  given charge basis are differ by single cyclic permutation
it has to be written as  |K-pn> and |pK-n>
due to particle transition does not incorporate into isospin formalism

The given charge formalism and “particle representation”

Kaonic clusters K-NN

As an example of the particle representation: 



|K-pn> 

|K0nn> 



Averaged potential model as reduction to the isospinless approach

the isospinless approach is working for pnn and nnp system due to weak dependence of 
nucleon-nucleon potential on isospin variables. 

K-N interaction essentially depends on pair isospin

The model based on the averaged potential = the isospinless approach.

Kaonic cluster K-pp

After separation of isospin variables the Faddeev equations are written as 

Here,  VAA is pp potential,
VAB is averaged K-p pot.



Averaged potential model as a reduction to the isospinless approach
Kaonic cluster K-pp
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Conclusion: the averaged potential
model understates binding energy
of  K-pp cluster.

NN-potential T is from R. Tamagaki, Prog. Theor. Phys. 44 (1970) 905



Conclusions
•The given chrge formalism was proposed to describe three-body
nuclear systems.

•For three-nucleon systems the formalism allows us to reduce the
isospin model to effective “isospinless” approach.

•Within this approach, the charge symmetry breaking effect was
calculated for 3H and 3He nuclei with nn, pp and np interactions
modeled by s-wave phenomenological potential MT-I-III. Results of the
calculation close to the existing evaluations.

•For kaonic cluster, such reduction is possible for averaged potential 
model. Due to essential dependence of the antikaon-nucleon 
interaction on pair isospin, the obtained model is failure to describe  
the kaonic clusters.

• The particle representation for kaonic clusters proposed in many 
works has problem with channel interpretation. These works have 
used the given charge formalism in fact. The formalism does not 
include particle transitions.
This work was supported by the NSF (HRD-1345219)
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